Uniform Requirements

Dress code for school term 2022-2023 School of Aviation Eastman Campus. Anyone caught out of the dress code will be sent home. The only exception is if the person is going to the gym, in that case, the person must go straight to and from the gym – no wandering the halls. No casual Fridays.

In the event that there is a student event going on (spring or fall picnic, club event, etc.) faculty, staff, and students may wear the appropriate t-shirt to represent that event.

Faculty & Chairs

- Solid black short or long sleeve
- Solid white short or long sleeve
- White or black polo with MGA logo is acceptable
- Khaki, brown, black, or grey pants
- Professional attire

Staff

- Business casual
  - For men: Polo or golf shirt, shirt without a tie but with a collar, - neatly pressed and tucked in
  - Khaki or Capri pants, or long skirt to the length of the knees – neatly pressed
  - For women: blouse or shirt with a collar (tucked in) –neatly pressed
  - Suit attire is acceptable
  - White or black polo with MGA logo is acceptable

- Some clothing is not admissible as business casual, particularly:
  - Denims (jeans)
  - T-Shirt
  - No athletic wear
  - Avoid tight or baggy clothing

AMST students

- Solid black uniform shirt with MGA logo purchased from the Campus Store and Eastman Bookstore.
- Solid black pants (no jeans or gym pants)
- Closed toe work shoes (preferably dark colored)
- Under shirts may be white, gray or black
- Cold weather uniform: black jacket with logo (available in bookstore) and a black knit cap with logo (available in bookstore)
- For safety, all jewelry will be removed while working in the shop areas

*If a prior AMT student registers for the BSASM – Maintenance Management degree and takes courses on campus, they may continue to wear the black uniform shirts (or can buy the grey shirts) and wear black, khaki, brown, or grey pants*
FLIGHT & ATC students & Business/Management/Logistics major students

- Grey and Black shirts with MGA logo purchased from the Campus Store and Eastman Bookstore.
- Brown, black, khaki, or grey pants (no jeans or gym pants)

Purple Thursdays

- Students may participate in Purple Thursdays; however, the dress code for shoes and pants still applies. Students may wear purple t-shirts that are with the school logo.

BADGES:

Everyone will be required to have a MGA badge. The badge may be worn either on a lanyard around the neck or worn with a badge clip. The badge is to be visible and above the belt line at all times.

The only exception to this rule is if the instructor and/or student is in the lab. In this case, the badge may be tucked inside of the uniform shirt or placed into the pants pocket until lab time is over.

The following applies to students:

OUTERWEAR (JACKETS):
In the event of cold weather – students may wear a black or gray jacket, but no hoodie. AMST students have a designated black coat. Students may wear a long sleeve shirt under top shirt as long as it is the same color (ex: black long sleeve under black short sleeve).

Shoes:
Toes must be covered. No thin straps, spike heels, chunky heels or platforms, rubber flip flops, tennis shoes (athletic shoes), or crocs.

Hair:
Neat and well-groomed
No hats or beanies

Jewelry:
May wear a conservative watch. No jewelry in the labs (applies to AMST department). No facial jewelry.

Pants:
Athletic wear is not allowed (this includes yoga pants and/or leggings worn as pants). Needs to be professional type pants, no denim (blue jeans). Belts worn must be either black or brown color.